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    REDLOTUS Studio

    Develop bespoke brand experiences to reach your audience using platforms we own and partner with.
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    REDLOTUS Programmatic

    Our unified platform provides direct, efficient, and effective connections that drive preferred outcomes.
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    About Us

    Learn more about our story, culture and team.
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    Careers

    Come join us and be inspired to do the best work of your life. We strongly believe – only great people make great organizations.

  








	



	
		
	
	
	







	CONTACT US
	GET STARTED
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A leading digital advertising agency in Hong Kong

We make “Impossibles to Possible”

 
















Promote your Business with precise targeting

As the growth of online usage surges, the explosion of new signals is causing customer data to become more disparate. The need to integrate, understand and utilize customer data in real-time becomes essential as the move toward privacy and user-consent becomes mandatory.

Aggregate, Organize and Automate your Data across every touchpoint and create persistent customer data that evolves for you as your customers do. From marketing to analytics to customer support, RedLotus empowers your business to execute on your KPIs independently while understanding the customer holistically.
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Enterprise Solutions
for Carriers

The ideal platform for modern day telcos that want to maximize new revenue potential while increasing customer acquisition and customer retention. Provides a seamless way for carriers to create digital audiences and new monetization opportunities.

 


















Unlocking Your Data

Data is the new king. Free your data from social walled gardens and build your audience. Every engagement builds a unique graph that enables you to recognize the true intent of your audience. PageRank for Influence is here.

 












Drive Outcomes that Matter

with RM5 Studio

Allow Creative Messaging to be automated through persistent data. Drive your business objectives across the entire marketing funnel. Whether you are focussed on driving brand experience, prospecting, customer acquisition or retention, our Advertising Cloud will help you come out on top.
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Deliver Powerful Experiences that Inspire Audiences

Convert mobile moments into opportunities with one of the world’s largest in-app video inventories. Drive consideration and conversion by reaching the exact audience you want at the precise moment that matters.

Learn More  




Acquire The Highest-Quality Users Efficiently

Leverage powerful data signals to drive precise targeting. Lead users to discover your apps, products and services using dynamic and contextualized creatives. Optimize campaigns based on lifetime value signals and post-install events.

Learn More  




Target Existing Customers and Drive Greater Customer Lifetime Value

Engage with mobile users across different stages of their journey based on persona, context and product affinity. Cross-sell, retarget and reactivate users with personalized recommendations.

Learn More  
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Tap into the World’s
Leading Mobile Video
Advertising Platform

Tell your brand story with buffer-free, high quality mobile video ads. With one of the world’s largest in-app video inventory and innovative, mobile-first ad formats, RedLotus’ video solutions provide scale and performance for your campaign.

Reach more than 2 billion mobile users across more than 30,000 mobile apps. With 75+ data points on each user, RedLotus’ differentiated audience gives you the confidence that you can target precisely the people you need.

Experience The Magic  
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Be at Ease with a Trusted Partner

With industry leading metrics for viewability, brand safety, predictive fraud detection, ad placement, RedLotus ensures complete assurance for brands and enterprises.

How We Win  
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    Your Customers Are Special.

Let Data Help You Talk To Them.

    Request  A Demo  
  



      
    

        
      
                
          
            
  
    Advertising Cloud

    	  RedLotus Programmatic
	  RedLotus Studio
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    	About Us
	Careers


  

  
    
      Support

      	Case Studies
	Contact Us
	Ad Choices
	Opt-Out
	Legal
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             © 2022 RedLotus. Patent Protected. All Rights Reserved. 
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